
The Sewing Connection: Revitalizing the Art
of Sewing with Shirley Adams Sewing
Connection

In a world dominated by fast fashion and mass-produced clothing, the art of
sewing has become somewhat forgotten. However, one woman is determined to
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change that. Shirley Adams, the founder of The Sewing Connection, is on a
mission to revitalize the art of sewing and bring it back into the spotlight.

Who is Shirley Adams?

Shirley Adams is a passionate seamstress and entrepreneur with decades of
experience in the world of sewing. Growing up in a family of avid sewers, Shirley
developed a deep love for the craft at an early age. She honed her skills through
years of practice and formal training, eventually turning her passion into a
successful business.
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What is The Sewing Connection?

The Sewing Connection is a platform created by Shirley Adams to connect
sewing enthusiasts of all levels. Whether you are a beginner looking to learn the
basics or an experienced sewer searching for inspiration, The Sewing Connection
has something to offer for everyone.

Through the platform, Shirley provides a variety of resources such as online
classes, tutorials, patterns, and forums. These resources are designed to help
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individuals learn new sewing techniques, improve their skills, and unleash their
creativity.

Reviving the Art of Sewing

Shirley firmly believes that sewing is not just a practical skill but also a means of
self-expression and creativity. With the rise of fast fashion, many have lost touch
with the joy and satisfaction that comes with creating something with their own
hands. The Sewing Connection aims to rekindle that passion and bring people
back to the art of sewing.

One of the key aspects of The Sewing Connection is its emphasis on community.
Through the platform's forums and social media channels, sewers from around
the world can connect, share their work, and support each other. Shirley believes
that by fostering a strong community, individuals can learn from one another, find
inspiration, and build lifelong friendships.

Expanding Your Sewing Skills

Whether you are a complete beginner or an experienced sewist, The Sewing
Connection has a range of resources to help you expand your skills. Shirley
offers online classes that cover various topics, from sewing basics to advanced
techniques. These classes are designed to be accessible and easy to follow,
allowing individuals to learn at their own pace.

Additionally, The Sewing Connection provides a wide selection of sewing patterns
for individuals to try out. These patterns cater to different styles and skill levels,
ensuring that everyone can find something that suits their interests and abilities.
Shirley also offers step-by-step tutorials that guide individuals through the
process of creating their own garments or accessories.

Bringing Sewing into the Digital Age



Recognizing the power of technology and the growing interest in online learning,
Shirley has made sure that The Sewing Connection is easily accessible to
individuals worldwide. The platform is user-friendly, with a clean and intuitive
interface that makes navigation seamless.

Whether you prefer to learn through video tutorials or written instructions, The
Sewing Connection offers both options. Shirley's online classes are
supplemented with detailed PDF guides that individuals can download and refer
to at any time. This ensures that individuals can learn in a way that best suits
their learning style and preferences.

Join The Sewing Connection Today

If you have ever felt the urge to pick up a needle and thread or if you are an
experienced sewist looking for inspiration, The Sewing Connection is the place
for you. Join Shirley Adams and a vibrant community of sewers from around the
world as you embark on a journey of creativity and self-expression.

Whether you want to create your own wardrobe, make personalized gifts for
loved ones, or simply indulge in a creative hobby, The Sewing Connection has
everything you need to get started and continue growing as a sewist. Join today
and rediscover the joy of sewing with Shirley Adams Sewing Connection.
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1 Novelty Buttonholes and Pockets: Buttonholes and pockets bound in any shape
or color adds an elegant finish to your garment in progress. Shirley creates a
silver fitted jacket and demonstrates bound buttonholes and pockets.

2 Ruffles & Flourishes: Add the softness and flair of ruffles to existing garments
and add touches not included in the pattern.

3 Detachable Dandies: Ruffled today, tailored and austere tomorrow. Read the
fashion trends and update garments accordingly. And remove them when the
trend passes.

4 Invisible Zippers: This necessary device doesn’t need to take center stage.
Learn how to hide those zippers.

5 Button Beginnings: Let a beautiful button design your entire outfit. Shirley
creates a stunning black leather jacket to which she adds black beads and uses
leftover fabric to design and build the matching handbag.

6 About Facings: Improve commercial patterns by adding or altering facings.
Choose correct application methods to suit your fashion fabric.

7 Corner of the Closet: Recycle outdated or outgrown clothing creatively. Suede
puzzle pieces adorn an outdated men’s white dress shirt. Old jeans filling up your
drawers? Create a shoulder bag or a denim vest or a skirt.

8 Scrap Basket: Turn leftover fabric into decorator baskets using your machine’s
zigzag stitching.

9 Leather & Then Some: Learn to handle faux leather and fur with confidence.
These fabrics are practical and a joy to sew.



10 Bucket Bag: A simple bag pattern with an oval bottom provides the basis to
create hundreds of unique and fashion forward shoulder bags. Contains simple
instructions for an adorable drawstring bag.

11 Knit Knacks: Create knit tops with no pattern. Simple alterations create a
unique look. Shirley discusses seams, buttons, and decorative flourishes and
finishes.

Bonus: Simple size alterations for commercial patterns.

12 Added Impact: Silk or fur bordered wraps add an elegant finish to your outfit.

13 Back To The Bog: This patternless coat design is based on the discovery of a
4000 year old coat found in a peat bog in Denmark. Shirley demonstrates
finishes, seams, and styles based on the fashion fabric you’ve chosen.
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